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microeconomÃa que presenta el libro de PindyckQ: How
to efficiently write a dictionary object to a file in

python? I have a dictionary object that is as large as
10GB. After taking some operations with this, I have to
write the object to a file. The file writing methods with

which I am familiar are :- try: fobj = open(filename,
mode='w') except IOError: fobj = open(filename,

mode='a') del d[k] fobj.write(d.items()) fobj.close() Is
there a better way to do it? The object is non sparse, with

lots of objects in it. A: You can write it directly to a
compressed file format using the bz2 module: import bz2
fobj = bz2.BZ2File("filename", "w") d.popitem() # the

writing takes place in-place, # no more
dict.pop/update/append/delete/key...
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d.update({"something" : "else"}) fobj.write(d)
fobj.close() A: Why not just use pickle and be done with

it? It's pretty fast (at least when using cPickle) and
doesn't require extra third-party libraries. >>> import
pickle >>> d = {"key" : "value", "foo" : ["bar", "baz"],

"qux" : 1, "quux" : 1.1, "quuz" : 3.4} >>> with
open("myfile.dump", "wb") as f: ... pickle.dump(d, f)

>>> with open("myfile.dump", "rb")
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for free.A composite electrode comprising a mixture of
a cation-exchange material and a transition metal oxide

is known as a positive electrode active material for a
lithium secondary battery, and hence has been studied

widely. A lithium secondary battery containing this
positive electrode active material exhibits a high voltage
and a high capacity and, accordingly, has been put into
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practical use as a power source for various electronic
devices. However, since the cation-exchange material in

the positive electrode active material is loaded with
lithium ions in a charging process, there is a problem in

that a drastic change in volume occurs due to a change in
lithium content. When such a drastic change in volume

occurs, there is a problem in that the cycle durability and
the safety of the lithium secondary battery are not

satisfactorily ensured. Thus, for improving the cycle
durability of the lithium secondary battery, Patent

Document 1 proposes a composite electrode containing a
lithium transition metal composite oxide having a

diameter of 40 to 120 nm and a lithium ratio of ≥75%
and a lithium-containing transition metal composite

oxide having a diameter of 6 to 100 nm and containing
lithium.Florida Auto Traffic Report At Florida Traffic

School we have assembled a comprehensive Florida auto
traffic report for businesses in St. Petersburg, Florida.

This comprehensive article features an objective look at
the most important topics relating to car traffic in the

area. Florida Traffic Report Recent Articles: The traffic
data below was obtained by independent researchers

using data provided by online sources. Traffic data can
be muddied by a number of variables including camera
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accidents, road construction and other factors. All of
which can make the traffic information incomplete and

unreliable. If you are seeking a more detailed and
authoritative source for traffic data in St. Petersburg,

please click here to view the city’s official traffic report.
The average speed on Hillsborough Street from the

causeway south to the Clearwater bridge was a sluggish
22mph. Based on government crash data from 2016, the
speed limit on the western edge of St. Petersburg was a

menacing 41mph. The recommended speed limit is
50mph. Streets with speed limits 3e33713323
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